Development of a Novel Intelligent
Robotic Manipulator
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ABSTRACT: This paperdescribesthedesign features of a new robotic manipulator
incorporating a novel spherical motor capable of three degrees of motion in a single
joint for purposes of dexterous actuation, a
loadable device at the end of the wrist actuatorastheendeffectorwith
tactile and
proximitysensingcapabilities,andappropriate conventional and intelligent planning
and controlalgorithms to supporttheexecutionofaseriesofcomplextasks
in an
uncertain or hostile environment. The spherical wrist actuator is developed through analytic studies and the design of position and
torque control instrumentation. The end effector is amicromanipulatorbasedonthe
principle of in-parallel mechanisms. Heuristics, manifested in fuzzy logic,are employed
to incorporate artificial intelligence for decision making and control in the robotic manipulator. The intent is to provide an overview of the significant design and algorithmic
features of the manipulator defemng a detailed treatment of the proposed approaches
to forthcoming publications.

Introduction
The performance of a robotic manipulator
is usually defined in the context of the work
task it is designed to perform. Speed, accuracy, dexterity, weight, complexity, and reliability are some of the performance rneasure attributesfor robotic manipulators. Two
fundamentalissuesthatsignificantly
influencethedesignofmanipulators
are structural rigidity and the interaction of the end
effector with the workpiece or its environment in the process of performing tasks.
A number of researchers have addressed
the design of fine-positioning devices with
end-point sensing to enhance the robot accuracy [1]-[3] for purposesofelectronic
manufacturing. A design of a “Jig Hand”
wassuggestedin [4] to bear the vibratory
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interactionforceduring the machiningoperation.Bracingstrategieshavebeenproposed [5] 161, aiming to rigidize the base of
the “wrist” for subsequent
fine motion. In
general, these approaches are primarily directed towardextendingtheoverallrobot
performance in several dimensions by separating the manipulation into course motion
of a general robotarm, particularly a flexible
arm, and j n e motion of a dexterous end effector.
Precision manipulation tasks often require
small;high-bandwidthmotions.Thehigh
bandwidth and accuracy needed forfine motions are principal reasons dexterous actuators with small weight-to-force ratios and innovativeendeffectorsaresoughtin
many
designs.
Moreover, many robotic systems, such as
afine-motionmicromanipulator,associated
with complexautomation tasks, arelargescale systems that defy accurate mathematical description or application of current control-theoretictechniques.Thispredicament
has led many investigators to a consideration
of heuristic-basedmethodsforscheduling,
planning, coordination, and control of such
systems [7].An intelligentcontroller for a
complexlarge-scalesystem,such
as arobotic manipulator, employs sensory perception to detect changes in its working environment, and, by its own decision-making
faculty,proceedswiththeproperplanning
and control operations. Autonomy, as manifested by intelligent control strategies, will
be anecessarycomplementtodexterity
if
futurerobotmanipulatorsare
to meetthe
challenge of automation.
~

This work addresses the problems of autonomy via intelligent control. The latter requires, in addition to the AI (artificial intelligence)-based
algorithmic
developments,
proper design and integration of componentlevelprocesses,includingsensors,end-effector mechanisms, and actuators with adaptive and control-theoretic methods.
Figure 1 is an artist’s rendering of the proposed manipulator basic components. They
are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. Basic design objectives include dexterity of locomotion, ability to resolve unforeseen or adverse situations, and fine task
execution via intelligent planning and robot
control.

Spherical Motor
Recentadvances in robotics,intelligent
endeffectors,andflexiblemanufacturing
systems have provided the motivation for
the
resurfacing of unusual designs with certain
motors and electromechanical transducers.A
flurry of research activity is currently under
way in direct drives involving DC stepping
andbrushlesselectromechanicalactuators.
These devices are normally employed to accomplish a single degree of motion manipulation at eachjoint. The spherical induction
motorpresentsattractivepossibilities
for
combining pitch, roll, and yaw motion in a
single joint, whilemaintainingthecontrol
functions required for completing its manipulationtasks.Williamsetal.
[8], [9] and
Laithwaite [ 101 performed the original analysis on one form of spherical induction motor. General flux linkage arguments and es-
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Fig. 1 . Proposedmicromanipulator.
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two rotor magnets,
timates of magnetic diffusion times were usedpositiondesired.With
to predict forces and torques on a realization more torque can be realized, but now a pair
of teeth must beenergized to coordinate force
of the device that was built and successfully
superposition. By slightly offsetting the rotor
tested.Here,theapplicationwas
in speed
magnets so as not to be exactly aligned with
control-achieved by controllingthedirecthe teeth spacing, a finer degree of control
tion of the stator wave excitation at an armovement can be realized. A stepper spherbitraryangle to themotoraxis.Sincethe
ical motor prototype is currently under conwork in [8]-[lo], little attentionhasbeen
struction.
given to thesphericalmotor,withtheexA general analysis of both the fields and
ception of a patent, some gyroscope appliresultant forces generic to the spherical incations, and a Russian paper [ 111 containing
ductionmotorhasbeencompleted.The
a theoretical analysis.
analysis properly accounts for the diffusion
A pictorial representation of the proposed
of themagnetic
field withchanging fre2. Threesets of
motor is showninFig.
quency and motor speed. The first analysis
windingsarenecessarytorealizerotation
step involves a general representation of the
about an arbitrary axis. The three windings
fields in the conductor constituting the secare positioned to give rotations about the x ,
ondary member due to one stator winding.
p, and z axeswheneach
is independently
The effect of threewindings is arrived at
excited. By independentlycontrollingthe
using superposition.
strength and phase of any two windings. one
Thephilosophy in thisdevelopment folcan realize a rotation vector at any point in
lows:
the rotation plane of these two windings. A
second realization of the spherical actuator
(1) Isolate the excitation of the stator windis based upon a stepper motor principle. The
ings into two transverse components.
stepper designis simpler to implement. since
(2) For each transverse component, solve the
it does not entail such physical constraints
vector Helmholtz equation for magnetic
as placing three transverse three-phase windfields in the air gap commensurate with
ings into the inner spherical stator shell.
In
the stator excitation.
thisarrangement,thestatorconsistsofa
(3) Use the Maxwell stress tensor integrated
number of iron teeth. each with an isolated
over the annulus of the motor to predict
spool-typeexcitationwinding.Therotor
the
time-averagetorques
in mutually
consists of one or more permanent magnets
transverse directions.
having the same cross-sectional area as the
stator teeth. The individual teeth must be en- (4) Integrate the flux densityso derived over
the surface area of the stator winding to
ergized sequentially to pull the rotor to any
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Fig. 3. Normalized torque vs. slip, crob'(w
- mn). for spherical motor as rotor radius
is varied.

determine the flux linkage and. thus, the
terminalrelations.Thecomponentof
current in phase with the stator voltage
representsstatorhotorresistivecurrent
and torque-generating current.
The nature of the fields necessitates an analytical representation in terms of Legendre
polynomials. The details of the calculations
areshowninaforthcomingpaper[12].
Expressions for torque and flux linkage are
derived.Typicalresults for torquevs. slip
as the rotor radiusis varied are shown in Fig.
3. Similarly.the flux linkage is shownin
Fig. 4 as a function of slip; that part of the
inductance less the total value at zero slip is
seen to be a sensitive indicator of speed. Finally, an important indicator of the spherical
actuator performance is its ability to convert
efficiently electrical power into mechanical
power. Figure 5 shows the normalized rotor
power dissipation vs. slip as the rotor radius
is varied.

Control of the Spherical Actuator
In the design of the actuator itself and its
control mechanisms, efficiencyof operation,

0

Fig. 2. Cross section of spherical induction motor. Rotor consists
of conducting ball of thickness @-a) filled with infinite p material.

Fig. 4. Inductance vs. slip; total inductance (upper curve at slip zero) and speed
inductance (lower curve).
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Fig. 5. Normalized rotor power dissipation
vs. slip for spherical induction motor.

The constraint coordinate system [C] is an
N-degree-of-freedomCartesiansystemdefined with respectto the task geometry. Once
the constraints for a given taskare specified,
they are used to partition the degrees of freedom into a position-controlled subset and a
force-controlled
subset.
Furthermore,
the
desiredpositionandforcetrajectoriesare
prescribed through artificial constraints. Finally, the actuator control signal for the ith
rotationalaxishasNcomponents,one
for
each force-controlled degree of freedom in
[C] and one for each position-controlled degree of freedom:
Y

7;=
J=

reliability of performance, and robustness are
characteristics of primary concern. Induction
motor drives have always been among the
more robust electromechanical transducers,
principallybecauseoftheirsimplicityof
construction. The designer commonly finds
a difficult trade-off between the choice of robustnessimbeddedintheinductionmotor
versus the more simplistic control of direct
current drives.
A modified hybrid positiodforce control
philosophy has been adopted for the control
of the spherical actuator. The basic hybrid
positiodforce control architecture developed
by Raibert and Craig[13]combinesforce
and torque information with positional data
to satisfysimultaneouspositionandforce
trajectory constraints specified in a task-related
coordinate
system.
Their
approach
consists of separate position and force control loops. For a given task, the desired manipulator trajectories are specified in a task
constraintframe,andnaturalpositionand
force constraints are specified implicit to the
task.Amanipulationtaskcan
be broken
down into elemental components that
are defined by a particular set of contacting surfaces. A set of constraints, called thenatural
constraints, is associated with each elemental component. They result from the particularmechanicalandgeometriccharacteristics of the task configuration. A pin insertion
problem is discussedinthesequelinconjunction withthe development of appropriate
task-oriented intelligent strategies. For each
task configuration, a generalized surface is
defined in a constraint space having N degreesoffreedom.Naturalpositionconstraints are defined along the normals of the
generalized surface, while natural force constraints are along the tangents to the surface.
Additional artificial constraints are determined by the user when desired manipulator
position and force trajectories are specified.
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where N is the degrees of motion freedomin
the C frame, T~ the torque applied by the ith
actuator winding, A 4 the ith force error in
the C frame, 4xj the ith position error in the
C frame,
the
force
compensation
functhe position compensation function,
tion,
and sj the jth component of compliance selection vector s. If sJ = 1. then thejth primitive motion in the C frame is force-constrained. If si = 0, thenthe jth primitive
motioninthe
C frameisposition-constrained.
Torquesensing is accomplishedviathe
forceandpositionsensorssituated
on the
longitudinal links of the in-parallel mechanism. The position feedback is achieved by
implanting a small battery-driven oscillator
circuit (1 kHz) on the rotor. The amplitude
of a 1-kHz signal induced on the stator teeth
infers position of the rotor at any time. Figure 6 illustrates the hybrid control system.
Sensory signals are transformed from the co[C]
ordinate system of the transducers into
beforetheerrorsignalsaregenerated.
A
classicalproportional,integral,derivative
(PID) controller is used in each of the force
and position loops. The net actuator signal
is used to drive the stator input voltage. In
parallel with the voltage control circuitry is
a separate controller that sets the stator frequency. During an initial transient, the stator
frequencyonthewindings
is set, so asto
yield maximum torque in the direction of the
desiredpositionlspeedchange
for agiven
currentonthewinding.Whenthemotor
reaches the desired speed for a given action,
the stator frequency is changed via an integral controller so as to minimize the losses
in the system. The parallel combination of
these control scenarios yields a motor controller, which is effective in realizing the desired torque, speed, and position objectives,
as well as minimizing losses in the system;

\k,

it does so in a most efficient manner, so as
toutilizeexpeditiouslythecurrent
in the
windings at any instantby maximizing torque
generation. The basic principles were tested
via simulationstudies.Thesinglewinding
dynamic operation of the motor is described
by a set of four first-order differential equations in terms of the real and imaginary components of the rotor and stator currents, the
applied stator voltage, and the motor equivalent circuit parameters representing winding
self- and mutual-inductance and resistance.
The dynamic rotor equation involving rotor
inertia, drag, and load torque completes the
dynamic description[ 141. A Runge-Kutta differential equation solver is used to simulate
the system's dynamic evolution. The control
strategiesareimplementedbetweentime
steps, Le., change in stator voltage or stator
frequency.Severalsensitivityrunsindicate
theeffectivenessoftheproposedcontrol
strategies.

End Effector
Withageneral-purposeroboticmanipulator used as a coarse positioning device, a
hightorque-to-weightfine-motionrobotic
hand provides the dexterity and sensing capability. A closed kinematic chain actuated
mechanism (as part of the micromanipulation end effector), withits associated sensors
andhightorque-to-weightactuator,
is currentlybeinginvestigatedas
an intelligent,
fine-motion,high-precisionroboticendeffector.
The closed kinematic chain mechanism has
been chosen for investigation. It has the following advantages as compared to the open
kinematic chain mechanisms, which generally have the links actuated in series: higher
torque/force for a number of actuators, better
accuracy due to the lack of a cantileverlike
configuration, and relatively simple inverse
kinematics. which is important for rea-time
manipulator control. The concept of an inparallelmechanismhasbeenapplied
to a
number of applications. Typical examples are
a camera tripod and a six-degree-of-freedom
steward platform, which was originally designedasanaircraftsimulator.Recently,
workhasbeendirectedtowardtendonactuated in-parallel manipulators, which have
the advantage of high force-to-weight ratio.
The manipulation design analyzedis a threedegree-of-freedomin-parallelactuatedmanipulator, which has two degrees of freedom
in orientation and one degree of freedom in
Cartesian position.
A schematic of an in-parallel manipulator
is shown in Fig. 7, with the base coordinate
frame indicated as XYZ and the second co-
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Fig. 6 . Hybrid positiodforce control scheme for the spherical actuator.

0, y = -&x,
and y = &x, respectively,
ordinate frame xyz fixed at the moving platthere are three constraint equations imposed
form shown in Fig. 8.
by the pin joints on the motion.
The coordinates of the pin and ball joints
A closed-form solution for the lengths of
are specifiedfirst, and the position of the ball
the links for a predetermined trajectory has
joints,withrespecttothe
XYZ frame, is
been derived in [ 151 in terms of Z-Y-Z Euler
computed next. The inverse kinematic equaangles.The constraintequationsaresumtions, which define the actuating lengths of
marized as
the links for a specified position and orientation of the upper platform, are then derived
7 = -ff
(2)
in terms of six independent positiodorien= -f p( 1 - cd) C ~ Q
(3)
tation variables. As the links are constrained
yc = p(1 - c,ds2m
(4)
by the pin joints to move in the planes y =

x,

where X, = x J R . Y, = y J R , p = r / R , C,
= cos p, s
, = sin 2a,
= cos 2a. ff,
0, and y are precussion mutation and spin
angles of the Euler angles, respectively; R
and r are radius from the center of the base
and moving platforms, respectively; and X,,
yc> and zc are Cartesian position coordinates
of the center of the moving platform with
respect to the XYZ frame. The link lengths
are

c,,

4

Fig. 7. I n - p d l e l end effector.
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where L , , &, and & are thelinklengths
normalized to R, Sa = sin a , C, = cos a,
SD = sin p, and Z, = z J R . The constraint
equations do not contain Z,, and, hence, Z,
is essentiallyanindependentvariable.
The
other two independent variables may be the
orientation variables a and or the Cartesian
position variablesX, and Y,. For a prescribed
position and orientation of the moving platform, the three dependent variables of the
position/orientation must be computed from
Eqs. (2)-(4), and the actuating lengths of
the
links are determined from the inverse kinematic equations (5)-(7).
Figure 1 showsamanipulatorthatcombines an in-parallel actuated mechanism and
a spherical wrist motorto form a six-degreeof-freedom
manipulator
system.
As the
spherical wrist motor has two positional degrees of freedominaddition
tospin,the
combined motion of the spherical motor and
the in-parallel actuated mechanism results in
a six-degree-of-freedom manipulating capability. The position/orientation of the gripper,withrespect
to thereferenceframe
X,Y,Z, canbeobtainedusing
the homogeneous transformation [TI as
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where [TI]is the coordinate transformation
describing the coordinate frame xyz with respect to the base frame XYZ, and IT2] is the
coordinate transformation that describes the
position/orientation of the base frame XYZ
with respect to the X,Y,Z,,, frame.
Theequationsofmotioncommensurate
with an actuating force are derived
for the
in-parallelmechanismusingaLagrangian
approach. Because the actuating forces acting along linksF, ,F?, and F3 are to be found,
the link lengths, Pi, and the angles between
the links and base platform,
Oi, are chosen
as generalized coordinates in which the link
lengths PI, P2, and P3 are independent. For a
specifiedtrajectory,thelinklengthcanbe
determined from the inverse kinematic equations. With the position of the ith ball joint
expressed as a function ofOi and Pi, the three
equations that implicitly relate 1: and Oi are
obtained,notingthatthedistancebetween
any two adjacent ball joints is constant.
An alternative approach to derive the inversedynamicsbasedontheindependent
generalized coordinates a , /3, Z, and the 3
X 3 Jacobian,whichrelatestheactuating
lengths to orientation and axial freedoms (a,
0, Z,), has been described in [15].
The uses of robotic manipulators are increasinglyimportantindata-drivenmanufacturing,automatedassembly,and
intelligentmachining. It is notedthatboth
the
preciseend-pointposition/orientationcontrol and the constrained motion control are
importantinthemanipulatorapplications.
The former involves control of the three actuating links, and the latter requires control
of the corresponding actuating forces along
the links.
The in-parallel actuated end effector is essentially a rigid structure for a given set of
link lengths. Hence, one obvious scheme is
tosenseandcontrolthethreeactuating
lengths. Three additional sensors may be 10cated to measure the angles between the links
and base platform. Hence, the ball-joint positions can be determined directly from sensor information, and the Cartesian position
of the moving platform can be determined
by noting that the ball joints are essentially
located at the vertices of an equilateral
triangle. This sensing scheme avoids time-consuming numerical computation from the implicit relationships,
which
may be a
drawback for d - t i m e on-line microprocessor control.
Thereactionforcesandmomentsacting
on the end-pointcan be sensed by measuring
the forces along the links. Hence, in the control of the in-parallel actuated end effector,
when the device is constrained by the task
geometry, the actuating links are essentially

the sources of active compliance, where the
actuating forces along the links are measured
and fed back.
The manipulator dynamics are described
by a set of highly nonlinear, coupled, timevarying, ordinary differential equations [ 151
forwhichclosed-formanalyticalsolutions
maynot be available. Instead, solutions to
these equations can usually be obtained by
numerical integration on a digital computer.
Also, in manipulator applications, substantial uncertainty in the system characteristics
is introduced by the unknown payload mass
properties.
Hence,
the
model
reference
adaptivecontrolscheme
is. beinginvestigatedforthecontrolof
the in-parallelactuated manipulator.
The proposed controller design consists of
a first-order fixed compensator in the inner
loop and an adaptive controller in the outer
loop. The purpose of the fixed compensator
is to reduce the effect of the unmodeled couplingforcehorqueand,therefore,easethe
effort of the adaptive controller.
In the design of the adaptive controller for each actuating link, the coupling force actingon the
link is neglected. However, the fixed compensator is kept in the inner loop as a part
of the actual manipulator system.
For the development of the adaptive control algorithm, the dynamicsof each link may
be approximated as
= G(s) IF&)

+ F@)l

(8)

where P is the length of the
ith link to be
controlled, F the actuating force along the
link, Ff the force exertedby the moving platform on the link and is treated as plant uncertainties accountable for neglected nonlinear manipulator dynamics and the coupling
of the system degrees of freedom, C(s) the
dynamics of the link andits actuating mechanism, and s a Laplacian operator.

The Intelligent Controller
The goals of assembly research over
the
past years have been to create machines that
would show the flexibility and tolerance of
errors in parts and fixtures and would
also
showtheexperienceandspeedoftrained
human operators. The part-mating problem
has been attacked by analyzing, in a quasistatic setting, the geometry of idealized task
situationsanddeterminingwhatmoments,
contact and friction forces will occur in responsetospecificrelativepartpositions
[16]. Proposedcontrolstrategiesinclude
passive compliance devices and several active compliance means that use move-andbump experiments to enumerate cases ofrelativepositionsthatcould
occurand pro13

gramming a sequence of test moves to demediate vicinity of the hole, vision and pmxterminewhichcase is ineffect 1171, 1181.
imity sensing is usually obstructed and the
matingtaskmust
rely oninformationobAnother approach strivesto use force-torque
tainedfromforce-torquesensors.Reaction
data from the assembly actionitself to direct
forces and friction forces may be estimated
the fine motions and toeliminate test moby monitoringthelongitudinalforces
and
tions where possible.
link positions of the in-parallel mechanism.
Theapproachpursuedhere
is to design
is improved by
intelligent control algorithms that will permit Computationalefficiency
casting the intelligent controller relationship
the robotic manipulator to behave in a semiinto a production system. The latter consists
autonomousmanner by usingavariety
of
sensor data, dexterous actuators. and flexible of a knowledge base of production rules; a
global data base. w,hich represents the sysend effectors to perform complex tasks in an
temstatus;anda
rule interpreter(control
uncertain environment.
structure) for choosing the rules to execute.
The intelligent controller of the manipuA typicalproductionruleforthesituation
lator must be capable of interfacing with loform: IF
depicted in Fig. IO maybeofthe
caldynamiccontrollers(position,velocity.
Fig. 10. Forces and positions for the pin
F, is low and F,. is high and '6 is small and
toque, etc.) so thattaskplanning and coinsertion problem.
D is low. THEN move the end effector up
ordination strategies generated by the intelslightly and rotate it by a medium angle.
ligent controller are converted to command
In order to incorporate uncertainty, thelinsignalsrequired to drivetheconventional
for MIMO (multi-input.multi-output)sysguisticvariables low. high.etc.,aremodcontrol modules.
tems have the property of decomposing
or
eled as fuzzy memberjhip functions. The
rule
An intelligentmultivaluedcontroller
is
decouplingthemultivariablecontrolinput
interpreter receives current information from into a set of single-input. multi-output plants.
being developed to assist in automating the
theglobaldatabase
and fires thoserules
performance of the manipulatorin three basic
It allows for a parallelcontrollerstructure
whose antecedent sides are matched
by the
tasks: obstacle avoidance, a jig and fixture
using a common rule base that is easily imassembly process. and a pin placement prob- sensor data. The control action is estimated
plementable on an a m y of microprocessors.
from the active rule set
by using the principle
lem.
of modus ponens. The intelligent algorithm
ConsiderthepininsertionproblemdeConclusions
picted in Fig. 9. The robotarmhasposithus breaksup the control task into elemental
A mbotic manipulator is described incorcomponentsthatprovidetherequired
set
tionedthewrist/endeffectorworkpieceasporatinga new sphericalmotorcapable of
points of the local end effector or wrist consembly over the hole via gross motion. The
three degrees of motion in a single joint for
trol modules. The integration philosophy is
actual insertion is accomplished next by utipurposes of dexterous actuation, a loadable
depicted in block diagram form in Fig. 11.
lizing the manipulative fine-motion capabildevice at the end of the wrist actuator as the
may
ities of either the end effector alone. as shown The basic intelligent control algorithm
endeffector. and appropriateconventional
be implementedusingaparallelmicroproin the figure. or the wrist/end effector comand intelligentplanningandcontrolalgocessor structure. Such rule-based algorithms
bination. When the pin is located in the imrithms to support the executionof a series of
complex tasks in an uncertain or hostile environment. Further analytic studies and simulations are being conducted to ascertain the
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